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INTRODUCTION
Fantini Research will once again provide
video coverage of G2E that will put you on the
floor of the gaming industry’s largest trade show
to see many of the new products offered by the
leading gaming equipment suppliers.
We will also be conducting our exclusive
CEO One-on-One Interview series with the leading
supplier CEOs. Discussions will allow CEOs to
discuss their companies views on the gaming
industry and its future and what’s new at the show.
CEO One-on-Ones to be published Monday
October 14 and Tuesday October 15:
• American Gaming Association
• AGS
• Ainsworth
• Aristocrat
• Cooper Levenson
• Eilers & Krejcik Gaming
• Everi
• Gaming Arts
• GAN
• GLI
• IGT
• Incredible Technologies
• Inspired Entertainment
• Interblock
• Konami
• Novomatic
• Scientific Games
• William Hill
Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday
October 16, Fantini will bring you at-booth product
demonstrations from both the traditional supplier
companies and emerging companies.
Regular alerts will be sent to subscribers
and posted on social media as both CEO One-onOne and at-booth product demos are posted.
All videos will be posted at
www.FantiniResearch.com under the conventions
tab. Content will remain on the website for a full
year allowing you to search back at any time.

Fantini's

Virtual Trade Show

Extend your G2E investment year-round
with space on Fantini's Virtual Trade Show.
This is a 24/7/365 online exhibit space.
Your company's "online booth" is at your disposal
to showcase an unlimited number of products to the
gaming industry's decision makers.

Among the benefits:

• The ability to post new product photos and videos yourself, which will in
turn be highlighted in Fantini's Gaming Report.
• The online exhibit space includes a company description, key listing of
executives, sales contact information and posting of every company
press release.
• Exposure to the most elite audience of gaming industry decision
makers with alerts in Fantini's Gaming Report whenever new products or
press releases are added to your booth.
Cost is just $1,000 a year – a fraction of the cost of a
booth at any physical trade show.

Contact Dee Wild-Shyver at
DWild@FantiniResearch.com
or 302-730-3793 for more information.

FANTINI RESEARCH
Helping You Make Money

Fantini's Gaming Report
The most comprehensive and timely report
covering the global gaming industry for investors
and C-level executives.

Fantini's Public Policy Review
The Gaming Industry's Legislative, Regulatory
and Legal Journal. Provides timely, focused
analysis of significant legislative, regulatory and
legal action in all 50 states
and Congress. Subscriptions include access to
our customized legislative tracking service.
SPECIAL OFFER:
Subscribe to both reports
and receive a 20 percent discount. Contact
Marketing Specialist Alex Capitle at
acapitle@fantiniresearch.com

Other Products:
• Fantini's National Revenue Report
• EILERS-FANTINI Quarterly Slot Survey
• EILERS-FANTINI Game Performance
Database
• FIFTH THIRD-FANTINI Distributed
Gaming Report

For a free trial contact subscriptions@fantiniresearch.com or
302-730-3793

FANTINI RESEARCH'S
2019 G2E SPONSORS

Ainsworth, Lead Sponsor and
CEO One-On-One Sponsor
IGT, Product Demos and Emerging
Company Video Sponsor

GAN, Fantini's Gaming Show and
Blog Sponsor
Global Payments,
Pre-G2E Guide Sponsor

Everi, Interactive and Emerging Forms
of Gaming Sponsor

Gaming Arts, G2E News Sponsor

GLI, Convention
Calendar Sponsor

Booth No. 1253. Publicly traded
in US, Ticker Symbol AGS
AGS will show why it’s “Obsessed with the
Game” again this year with its largest showing
of new slot, table and interactive products ever,
including two new slot cabinets.
The research and development team outdid
themselves with three new hardware innovations
this year, CEO David Lopez said. Along with the
two new cabinets AGS will debut the PAX S
single-deck packet shuffler for specialty games.
It will be clear how AGS’ obsession with the
game is driving an incredible player experience to
anyone that visits AGS’ nearly 7,000-square-foot
booth, Lopez added.
In addition to AGS’ must-see products there
will also be more than 30 new game titles, including
21 for the Orion Portrait and 14 for the Orion
Upright.

Must-see products:
• Orion Rise. AGS’ tallest cabinet at more
than eight-and-a-half feet includes a 55-inch 4K
top portrait monitor to showcase jackpots, bonus
events and wheel excitement. It’s paired with a 24inch HD touchscreen for game play.
The 21.5-inch HD topper and the signature
U-shaped lighting design also add to the cabinet’s
attraction. There’s also optional eight-foot-tall
signage that adds to the appeal for a linear bank of
Orion Rise cabinets.
• Orion 49C. The leased and for-sale
cabinet includes a 49-inch curved 4K touchscreen
Continued on page 8

The 49C is AGS’ first curved cabinet
that’s intended to give the player a
more immersive gaming experience.

Above, the Orion Rise, which will be AGS; tallest cabinet at more than eight-anda-half feet tall. Below, the new progressive side bet Bonus Spin Xtreme.
Continued from page 7
to give a more immersive playing experience.
The 49C also includes a 21.5-inch HD
topper.
• Bonus Spin Xtreme. The new
progressive table side bet system includes three
wheels to give all players a community prize and
one player an enhanced prize.
Bonus Spin Xtreme can link to all
table games within a casino and share one
progressive jackpot, which has never been
offered before. That also means the progressive
meters will grow much more quickly, which adds
to the attraction for players.

Booth No. 1259. Publicly
traded In Australia, tickeR symbol: AGI
Ainsworth will show off a slate of new
games for its A640 and EVO cabinets at G2E
including eight iterations of QuickSpin that will be
new to the trade show.
In total, Ainsworth will have more than 125
game cabinets featuring Class II, Class III, tribal
lottery system and historical horse racing markets
at its booth this year.
Ainsworth will truly show how the company
is evolving its core product offerings through
continued development of the QuickSpin brand,
Ainsworth’s North American President Joe
Bertolone said.
There will be at least six new wheel games
from the QuickSpin brand. Super Charged
7s Classic will bring the brand into the high
denomination market with a five-line or nine-line
game with up to $1 denominations.
Super Lit Vegas adds to the QuickSpin
brand with a persistent state style of game, which
leads to players picking up symbols that remain in
place over seven spins. Those symbols then turn
wild on the seventh spin.
Ainsworth expects Rio Grand Los Toritos, a
follow up to the successful Rio Grande Rapids, to
be a popular feature at its booth.
There will be four themes under the brand
that include options for bonuses, free games and
other features.
Continued on page 10

Super Charged 7s on the A640 cabinet.

On the left is Cai Fu Journey from the Ultimate
Upgrade brand, which includes persistent play
mechanics. In the middle is Super Sonic 7s on the
EVO cabinet. On the right is Super Lit Vegas on the
A640 cabinet, which mixes persistent play with the
QuickSpin brand.
Continued from page 9
There will also be new brands like Ultimate
Upgrade, another persistent state style of game.
New licensed content will be shown on the
A640 as well like Galaga.

Must-see products:
• Super Lit Vegas. The game pairs
the strength of the QuickSpin brand with the
persistent state style of game.

• High denomination content. Ainsworth
will display two new symbol driven linked
progressive games built specifically for high
denominations, Kanga Riches and Fortune Ox.
Ainsworth will also have a separate high
limit area in its booth.
• Central determination gaming.
Ainsworth will again bring its historical horse
racing and Class II content to G2E.
The A640 and EVO cabinets will both
show plenty of fresh content, including exclusive
QuickSpin games for either market.

Booth No. 1133. Publicly traded
In Australia, tickeR symbol: ALl
Aristocrat enters this G2E focused on
what’s next, which includes new hardware, games
and a brand-new bartop.
On the content side, Buffalo Gold
Revolution is launching on the MarsX cabinet
with a whole new spin on the Buffalo Gold theme:
progressive jackpots and a wheel bonus.
Dollar Storm, an evolution of Lightning Link
and Dragon Link, will be available for lease on the
MarsX.
The MarsX will also feature for-sale themes
like Fu Dai Lian Lian, the latest of Aristocrat’s Gold
Stacks 88, and new themes from Mighty Cash like
Mighty Cash Ultra.
Aristocrat is also bringing new Class II
content from VGT, including The Walking Dead II
and Buffalo Grand launching on the Arc Double
cabinet. On the Helix XT will be Hunt for Neptune’s
Gold.
There will also be five new exclusive
families for Class II.
Aristocrat is also displaying its Mobile
nCompass and Branded Bonus systems. Mobile
nCompass is a digital option for cardless play.
Branded Bonus is a bonus program on
Buffalo for the Oasis 360 with two system-driven
bonus models.
Continued on page 12

Buffalo Gold Revolution on the MarsX
cabinet.

Above, Aristocrat’s new bar top hopes to bring innovation to the bar top scene.
Below, Star Trek: The Next Generation on the EDGE X cabinet.
Continued from page 11

Must-see products:
• Winner’s World Multi-Game bartop
cabinet. The cabinet offers a fresh take on the
bartop play experience with Buffalo keno games,
video poker and access to some of Aristocrat’s top
slot titles including Buffalo and Buffalo Gold.
The cabinet has the industry’s largest
floating 23.5-inch LCD titled monitor, a USB phone
charger and Aristocrat’s smart-drink tracking light.
• Buffalo Gold Revolution. One of
the gaming industry’s most popular themes is
launching on the MarsX cabinet.
• Star Trek: The Next Generation.
Aristocrat licensed the Star Trek: The Next
Generation brand from CBS Consumer Products
to launch on the EDGE X cabinet.
The EDGE X has two curved 43-inch LCD
screens stacked with panoramic views.

Booth No. 2659
Aruze intends to Ignite Fun at this year’s
G2E through the introduction of its Activ-Play
series of games, multiple packaging options for its
core content and its diverse game portfolio for core
cabinets.
Two titles exclusively for the Muso Curve-43
Hyrbid that bring that change up the typical slot
style are Dream Cash Dancing All Night and
Dream Cash Fabulous Vegas.
The two include no spinning reels and
instead use a pick feature for the base game.
The game lets the player select their volatility as
different colored items correlate to different win
amounts.
The games also include a jackpot feature,
wheel feature and free picks.
Aruze’s popular spooky-but-fun-themed
Jack’s brand will bring Jack’s Haunted Wins and
Jack’s Winning Spell to the new Muso Triple-27
Hybrid.
These medium-volatility games are rich with
features including random wilds, prize reels and a
wild reel spin. The two also include symbol holding,
which will lead to credits for each symbol held at
the end of the feature.
Aruze is also known for its success with
Shoot to Win Craps and expects Lucky Roulette to
be no different.
Continued on page 14

Jack’s Winning Spell on the
Muso Triple-27 Hybrid.

Left, the Lucky Roulette electronic table game will be shown in a football
configuration with 12 terminals this G2E. Right, Dream Cash Dancing All Night
features a pick-based main game with multiple features.
Continued from page 13
The electronic table game launched
with summer with great success, the company
said, and offers a physical wheel and ball with
projection mapping for an exclusive side bet.

Must-see products:
• Dream Cash on Muso Curve-43
Hybrid. The two Dream Cash titles, Dancing
All Night and Fabulous Vegas, are exclusively
available on the Muso Curve-43 Hybrid.

• Jack’s Haunted Wins and Jack’s
Winning Spell on Muso Triple-27 Hybrid.
The two medium-volatility titles include multiple
features to keep players engaged.
• Lucky Roulette. Aruze will show off the
football configuration of 12 stations at G2E.
The game’s Jackpot Chance side bet is
a highly configurable progressive option that
selects the spots randomly before each spin.
The game also includes a live feed of the
wheel spin on player terminals.

Booth No. 1150.
Publicly traded
In US, tickeR
symbol: EVRI
Everi said its unwavering commitment to
innovation to transform player experiences will be
on full display this year at G2E.
Everi plans to show off how its suite
of systems can create a digital neighborhood
through connecting all of its services. Its new
loyalty platform will serve as an activity hub on
the casino floor for players to check in and see
what offers are waiting for them.
Everi will also have two fairly hard to miss
games on the floor this year.
The Vault on Empire Arena follows the
success of the Discovery Shark Week game on
the Empire Arena cabinet. The Vault will feature
three base games with a Diamond Rush bonus
feature that grabs the attention of everyone
playing.

Two loyalty kiosks Everi will have on
display at G2E this year.
Next is Zoltar on the Player Classic
cabinet. The premium-linked mechanical bank
will include two Zoltar themes with thrilling bonus
features and multipliers that will draw players in
to learn more of Zoltar’s wisdom.
Zoltar isn’t the only licensed brand making
a G2E debut. Press Your Luck and Snoop Dogg
Presents The Joker’s Wild will both launch on the
Renegade 3600.
Press Your Luck has two base games
with a hold-and-respin bonus while Snoop
Doog Presents The Joker’s Wild used matched
symbols across three reels and answering
questions.
On the cash side of Everi’s FinTech
business will be the RCS-Active and
RCS-700. Both are powerful cash recyclers
Continued on page 16

On the left, The Vault on Empire Arena is an eye-grabbing display that
includes a social bonus. On the right, Zoltar on the Player Classic will
launch with two themes.
Continued from page 15
that can automate a casino’s vault and cage
operations.

that prompts players to steal diamonds worth
credits from other players.

Operators will save time by not counting
cash moving in and out of the vault and increase
the accuracy and accountability of their cashiers.

• Zoltar 5X Pay and Zoltar Triple
Jackpot on Player Classic. The enormous
premium linked mechanical bank setup will have
two new games featuring the Zoltar brand.

Must-see products:

Both games include a free spin bonus with
Zoltar predicting a multiplier between two and 10
times.

• The Vault on Empire Arena. The Vault
will show off three base games on the Empire
Arena cabinet with a community bonus feature

• Loyalty platform. Everi will provide
demos of its loyalty marketing platform as well as
display its enroll and promo kiosks.

Booth No. 4016
If Galaxy Gaming’s new logo made
you stop and notice, then the corporate-wide
rebranding has done its job.
The rebranding reflects a new visual
identity and its growth initiatives following its
internal moves to reinforce Galaxy’s commitment
to operators, regulators, shareholders and team
members.
But the changes aren’t just reflected
visually. Galaxy will present the most new
products, content and features within its

progressive portfolio the company ever has at
G2E.
Galaxy has grown beyond being a sidebet company over the last two years with more
content delivered digitally and customized for
clients, CEO Todd Cravens said.
Operators can look forward to seeing
progressive technology not currently available on
the market at Galaxy’s booth, he added.
Continued on page 18

Ricochet Poker introduces heads-up play between the dealer and players.

Lucky 9 combines baccarat and blackjack with the winner having the point total
closest to nine.
Continued from page 17

Must-see products:
• Lucky 9. This house-banked game is
based off baccarat and blackjack. The object is to
win by having the point total closest to nine.
• Suited or Booted. This clear-cut
progressive will hit for players if a suited ace
through five are hit in the first two player’s cards,

the dealer’s first two cards and the player’s first
hit card.
• Ricochet Poker. This game lets the
players and dealer compete head-to-head for
a central pot. The game is dealt face up, taking
the bluffing out of poker and just leaving the
analytical challenge of the game.
Players then play in ricochet fashion
starting with the lowest hand.

The Suited or Booted progressive hits if the player’s first two cards, the dealer’s
first two cards and the player’s first hit are suited ace through five.

Booth No. 4423
Gamblit says it will continue to pioneer the
gaming industry with a show-stopping Gamblit
Arcade experience this G2E.
The company is bringing new hardware,
including a single-player cabinet and bartop unit,
along with more than 20 games to the floor this
year.
New game debuts include match-style
Gem Flux, treasure hunting Jumping Heroes,
a fast-paced word spelling game Lucky Words
Connect, pachinko-style Rob N Roll and a new

Jetpack Joyride title.
And with PAC-MAN Cash Chase on
display, booth attendees might get a chance for
some selfies with the star himself.

Must-see products:
• Cookie Jam Blast. This title is the
worldwide top grossing match-three game from
Continued on page 20

Cookie Jam Blast is the top grossing match-three game in the world.

Above, Gem Flux, a new match-style game. Below, a gamified version of the
classic PAC-MAN game in PAC-MAN Cash Chase.
Continued from page 19
Jam City.
• Gem Flux. This new match-style game
is easy to learn but engaging enough for hours of

play, Gamblit said.
• PAC-MAN Cash Chase. This single
player PAC-MAN game allows players to win
cash as they play the classic title.

Booth NoS. 2609 and 5034
GameCo will split its show across two
booths to display new cabinets and games in one
and the Multiplayer Arena technology in another.

match-three Mystery of the Secret Temple.
Continued on page 22

One of GameCo’s new cabinets this year,
Katana, is scheduled to launch in the second
quarter of next year with games focused on the
branded IP the company has licensed.
The cabinets can come in banks up to
eight and will feature the GamersEdge patented
technology that solves the over-hold issue for
skill-based games.
Branded IP games on display will include
SoulCaliber II: Casino Edition and Terminator 2.

Must-see products:
• Katana. GameCo’s first proprietary
cabinet features a 4K 42-inch screen, a premium
sound system and other features to give players
an interactive experience.
The cabinet, made for games to be played
with a touchscreen, includes a cutout at the front
of the cabinet where the button panel would
typically sit for up-close gameplay.
• Bartop VGM. GameCo’s entry
into the bartop market will include its
All-Star Hoops game, the pick-and-win
Riches of the Golden Dragon and the

Katana features a cutout that allows for
up-close gameplay.

Multiplayer Arena will display Soul Caliber II: Casino Edition and All-Star Hoops.
Continued from page 21
• Multiplayer Arena. GameCo is bringing
back its platform that brings eSports to the casino
floor.

Multiplayer Arena lets players compete
head-to-head with the casino taking a rake or
allows the casino to turn on tournament mode.
All-Star Hoops and SoulCalibur II: Casino Edition
will be on display with Multiplayer Arena.

Bartop VGM will launch with three games built in.

Booth No. 4449
Gaming Arts is approaching this G2E with
the Play Now theme as the games launched at last
year’s show are now on casino floors across the
country.
Last year served as a preview and a
promise of what Gaming Arts had to come. Now,
that promise is fulfilled with a new library of
creative and quality games.
The Wu Series, or Dancing Series, will
launch with two titles Wu Chan Chu and Wu Xi Shi.
The cute dancing Toad and Lion are sure to catch
players’ eyes on the floor and then interact with the
game as well.
The two will jump from the top screen to
each Wu symbol that will give random awards that
range from one times the player’s bet all the way to
a grand progressive.
The Inferno Wheel series includes the firstever patent-pending persistent wheel game. The
Phocus Wheel topper has a virtual LCD wheel that
emulates a physical wheel and angled LED light
rings that allow for better visibility for the player.
Every wild that hits on the second, third or
fourth wheel expands to make the entire wheel wild
and increases the value of one wedge. The more
a wedge is improved, the color will change from
Hamster Libre will use the
yellow until finally white hot.
patent-pending Phocus Wheel topper
with persistent play features. Harry
Also using the patent-pending Phocus
the Hamster will run around the LCD
Wheel is Hamster Libre, which combines the cute
virtual wheel atop the machine.
Continued on page 24

On the left, the Wu Series features two dancing characters that will interact
with the game. On the right, the Inferno Wheel Series will use the patent-pending
Phocus Wheel topper with persistent play features.
Continued from page 23

while jumping to multiple Wu symbols to award
credits.

Harry the Hamster that runs around the dual prize
wheel until he stops on a random wedge to award
• Inferno Wheel Series. The yet-tomultipliers or wilds.
launch series will first go live with two titles,
Inferno Wheel Aztec Awards and Inferno Wheel
The Luchador Hamster features can be
Polynesian Pays.
triggered on any spin, with one of four features
awarded about every 20 spins.
• Hamster Libre. This four-feature game

Must-see products:
• Wu Series. The base game includes 3D
animated characters that will engage the player

with the Phocus Wheel topper puts a hamster in
the virtual LCD wheel.

One of the four features will hit once about
every 20 spins.

Booth No. 4411. Publicly Traded
in US, Ticker Symbol: GPN
Global Payments Gaming says it’s ready to
show how innovative technology can take a casino’s guest experience and back-office operations
to the next level.
VIP Mobility is what Global Payments called
the industry-leading mobile wallet that can easily
fund slot and table play.
The system lets players create digital TITO
tickets on their mobile devices by scanning a QR
code to reload their slot balances or get chips at
tables.
Global Payments will also show off its enhancements to VIP Shield, which provide Title 31
and IRS reporting assistance.
Introduced last year, the system helps eliminate manual processes surrounding anti-money
laundering requirements. The new update also
includes a wider range of reports and reporting
tools to create more visibility between the cage,
surveillance and finance departments.
Global Payments will also have multiple
kiosks on hand, including the all-in-one LightSpeed
Kiosks. They can execute a high volume of transactions like TITO, bill breaking, ATM, e-check and
cash advance.
Their high-resolution screens and branding
capabilities also make the kiosks into a marketing
machine.
Continued on page 26

VIP Mobility gives players the ability to
cash in or out by scanning a QR code.

Above, some of Global Payment’s kiosks that will be on display at G2E. Below, an
example of all the areas impacted with its full suite of payment-enabled products.
Continued from page 25

Must-see products:
• VIP Mobility. Experience the power of
cashless gaming firsthand.
• LightSpeed Kiosks. Reduce the time

guests spend waiting in line at the cage with our
LightSpeed kiosks.
• VIP Shield. Learn how Global Payments
Gaming is helping casinos and online gaming
companies manage their Title 31 compliance
requirements.

Booth No. 3659. Publicly
traded In US, tickeR symbol: IGT
IGT’s theme for 2019 is Player-Driven
Performance as the company plans to show how
its portfolio of games, hardware and systems
can modernize player experiences and drive the
growth of its customers.
One new piece of hardware is the
PeakBarTop, which had extensive focus group
testing with operators, players and bartenders.
The cabinet will have new content with updated
versions of proven IGT classics like Wheel Poker
Progressive, Game King and Ultimate X Poker.
The company will also feature new
innovations in video poker with games on
three additional cabinets for the first time:
CrystalCurve, Cobalt 23 and CrystalSlant.
Wheel of Fortune will also be shown in a
few new iterations. IGT’s TRUE 4D technology
will be used on Wheel of Fortune 4D More Money
and Wheel of Fortune 4D WheelMobile. Wheel
of Fortune Gold Spin Deluxe will also be on the
CrystalWheel Stepper cabinet.
On the systems side, IGT will focus on IGT
ADVANTAGE and its suite of mobile technology
like Cardless Connect, Resort Wallet and
The $25,000 Pyramid brand will launch
Intelligent Offers. When combined, the products
on the MegaTower Universal Cabinet,
Continued on page 28
which has a 50-inch J Curve display.

Wheel of Fortune 4D More Money in a six-machine bank.
Continued from page 27
give casino players the ability to effortlessly
interact with gaming devices through their mobile
phone.
IGT’s PlaySports will have a dedicated
area within IGT’s 24,000-square-foot booth with
its digital products and services on display.

game show brand will launch on the MegaTower
Universal cabinet, which features a 50-inch J
Curve display.
• PeakBarTop. The latest bar top cabinet
from IGT includes a 23-inch curved display, USB
charging ports and enhanced lighting and audio.

Self-service hardware like the tablet-based
PlaySports Pad, the PlaySports Kiosk and the
CrystalBetting Terminal will also be on display.
IGT will also show off the latest version of
TournXtreme, Cleopatra Tournament.

Must-see products:
• Wheel of Fortune 4D More Money.
This is one of the newest versions of Wheel
of Fortune, which will utilize IGT’s TRUE 4D
technology.
• The $25,000 Pyramid. This popular

The PeakBarTop has been meticulously
tested with focus groups.

Booth No. 4047
`Incredible Technologies will show current
and future customers how the slot supplier can
Reshape Your Floor with more than 50 flexible
bank configurations with high performing and
proven game content.
Incredible is following its successful Infinity
V55 core cabinet with two new iterations, Infinity
Pilot and Infinity Summit. Both cabinets use a 4K
55-inch portrait screen but deliver the gaming
experience differently.
The Infinity Pilot creates an immersive
gaming and individual gaming experience by
integrating two angled 4K portrait monitors on
either side of the main 55-inch monitor.
Incredible has gotten creative with how to
make the uniquely-shaped machine fit with some
never-before-seen configurations like the Dogbone
and Gear, which look just like they sound.
With the Infinity Summit, players are
greeted by an angled 4K display above the
55-inch main screen that is used for bonus
features, progressives and graphics across
multiple screens in a linked bank.

Must-see products:
• Infinity Pilot. The immersive cabinet
launched with two game families and two unique
titles within each family including Crazy Money
Double Deluxe, a follow up to one of Incredible’s
Continued on page 30

The Carousel formation with the
Infinity Summit.

The Gear formation for the Infinity Pilot.
Continued from page 29
highest performing Infinity Skybox titles.
Double Deluxe is performing at an average
of more than 2.5 times house average.
• Infinity Summit. The new cabinet is
Incredible’s latest to tower over the competition at
just over 10 feet tall.
The cabinet will launch with Roller Wheel
Money Roll, a follow up to the Infinity U23’s
Money Roll with multi-denom, progressives at all
bet levels and a frequently hitting wheel feature.
• Infinity V55 Edge. The 4K video wedges
show Incredible’s strength in providing cohesive
and modern product merchandising options for
casino floors.
The Infinity V55 Edge launched this
year with Edge banks performing more than 20
percent higher than standard V55 banks.

The Pinwheel formation featuring the
V55 Edge.

Booth No. 4130. Publicly traded
In US, tickeR symbol: INSE
Inspired will show off what makes the
company Essential Entertainment this year with
its premium suite of content, like proven highperforming features on a variety of VLT themes.
Inspired will again display its Virtual Sports
content including its Virtual Football as the
company is still the only provider of an American
football virtual game.
Offering Virtual Sports is a necessity for
operators now as they complement real sports
betting, Inspired said. The face-paced action and
simplicity appeals to the hard-to-reach millennial
demographic, according to the company.
New hardware will include the Valor
cabinet, which will come with a variety of titles
that can meet every customer need, whether
that’s improving time on device or adding more
volatility.
A big feature at Inspired’s booth this year
will be NHL Legend Jaromir Jagr as the company
introduces Jagr’s Super Slots. The six-by-four reel
interactive game includes stacked wilds that can
deliver wins up to 48 times.
Jagr will be on hand Wednesday for a meet
and greet.
Also on the interactive side is the new
Furlong Fortunes Sprint.
The game combines Inspired’s interactive
Continued on page 32

The Valor cabinet has two 27-inch HD
screens and an easy-to-follow
multi-game selection screen.

Virtual Football is even better after Inspired signed an agreement to use the
names and likenesses of NFL Alumni members.
Continued from page 31
content with its Virtual Sports expertise as the
horse-racing themed slot includes an exciting
Virtual Horse Racing bonus.

Must-see products:

Sizzling Hot Spins feature available on five titles.
New interactive slot games shown will
include fantasy-themed Elemental Beast and
spooky holiday-themed Book of Halloween.

• Virtual Football. Inspired’s popular
virtual title is even more exciting now after signing
an agreement with the NFL Alumni to use those
members names, brands, images and likenesses.
• Valor cabinet. This striking cabinet
includes dual 27-inch HD floating screens with
superior speakers to give an immersive player
experience.
Valor also includes an easy-to-follow
multi-game user interface with intuitive game
selection and fast loading times.
• Interactive portfolio. Inspired will show
off its deep catalogue of interactive content which
has table games, slots, scratch games and the

Elemental Beasts is just one of the new
interactive titles Inspired will display
this year at G2E.

Booth No. 1239

Interblock is bringing its revamped
Universal Cabinet and new features to its popular
Stadium setup which the company says will
revolutionize how gaming looks at electronic table
games.
In total, Interblock will display more than
a dozen new electronic table game products this
G2E.

G2E has always been the focal point
where Interblock shares its latest innovations and
this year will be unparalleled to others, CEO John
Connelly said. The primary focus is to diversify
its products and the perception of the electronic
table game segment as a whole.
One star for Interblock is sure to be its
Universal Cabinet, which is a standalone cabinet
Continued on page 34

Above, Golden Ball Roulette which includes a special Golden Ball side bet. Below,
a variety of the Universal Cabinets Interblock will have on display.

Dual Roulette is synced so players can bet on both games without rushing.
Continued from page 33
with slot-like hardware that will support a variety
of games.
Two distinct features include MiniStar
Roulette, which lets players spin the wheel as
fast as they’d like up to more than 120 times an
hour, and MiniStar Dice, which responds to six
levels of pressure to make the dice jump just how
the player wants.
Interblock also wanted to focus on how
casino operators can best utilize their Pulse
Arena Stadium footprints when the party isn’t on,
like weekdays.
There are now two new tournament modes
that can be accessed from any Stadium terminal
when triggered by a dealer that offers a slot-like
roulette tournament and a more thought-based
blackjack tournament.

Must-see products:
• Universal Cabinet. Casinos can now
add a variety of electronic table games in a
smaller, flexible footprint that gives players a
table game that moves at their own pace.
• Dual Roulette. This electronic
table game offers multi-game and multi-play
functionality with two roulette games on the same
screen. The wheels are synchronized to let the
player bet on one wheel while waiting for the
result from the other.
The games include one red wheel and one
blue wheel with the same color trim around their
27-inch screens that display the action to avoid
confusion.
• Golden Ball Roulette. This twist on
standard roulette includes a golden ball side bet
to drive additional hold without adding zeros.

Booth No. 1256. Publicly traded
In Japan, tickeR symbol: 9766
Konami is bringing its latest innovations
this year to G2E, with a new twist on its systems
offerings with SYNK Vision.
The SYNKROS casino management
system will offer live demos throughout the show,
including some of its top advancements like
SYNK Vision facial recognition.
SYNK Vision uses facial recognition to
identify, rate and reward all players whether they
are part of the player loyalty program or not. If
they are part of the program, SYNK Vision will
recognize them with a welcome message without
any manual input necessary.
Konami is launching the new J-curved
cabinet with two hard-hitting games to support the
launch.
First is All Aboard, which has had a
successful run in Australia. Also launching on the
cabinet is a slot game based off the iconic Silent
Hill video game.
Konami paid attention to the little details on
its latest cabinet. The button interface is customengineered with a lit deck, classic dual spin
buttons, a generous surface space for drinks and
other personal effects.
Additional conveniences include a wireless
phone charging pad, USB port and a hook for
purses.
\
Continued on page 36

All Aboard will make its global debut on
the new J-curved cabinet.

SYNK Vision will track players whether they have a loyalty card or not.
Continued from page 35
Konami’s KX 43 cabinet will debut six linked
progressive series that all have must-see play
mechanics, like the Fortune Mint series.

Must-see products:
• New cabinet. Konami’s latest video slot
cabinet includes a J-curved 49-inch 4K Ultra HD
display.
• Fortune Mint. The series is launching with
two titles, Fu Gui You Yu and Fu Xing Gao Zhao.
Both are five-reel, scatter play games with multiple
bonus opportunities based on the player’s bet
level.
• SYNK Vision. The use of facial
recognition to track players regardless of a player
account gives operators the ability to see, analyze,
Fortune Mint will launch with two titles
rate and reward all carded and uncarded activity on
on the KX 43.
their floor for the first time.

Booth No. 1259
Novomatic Americas will again show off its
Winning Technology that includes an extensive
portfolio of new games, progressive jackpots,
sports betting kiosks, systems and electronic
table games.
This G2E will be a celebration of a
tremendous year of growth for Novomatic
Americas with the success of Thunder Cash Link
and the ActionBook self-service sports betting
kiosk, Novomatic Americas CEO Rick Meitzler
said.
Novomatic is especially focused on
its progressives and launching multiple new
progressive products lines and will showcase
Samurai Beauty, which will include a highvisibility presentation with a giant video wall and
choreographed content, Meitzler said.
New products for the Illinois and
Pennsylvania VLT markets will have a dedicated
booth-within-a-booth location.
The myACP casino management system
will include new player recognition programs
for Illinois and Pennsylvania and a new NOVO
Rewards player recognition kiosk.
Also on display will be the ActionBook
kiosk, which will give customers the latest in
sports betting capabilities, Novomatic said.
Novomatic will also have Greentube
executives on hand to talk about the company’s
Continued on page 38

Thunder Cash Link will be shown on
multiple game themes.

Left is the PANTHERA 2.27 cabinet, which will be presented with a variety of
multi-game editions for the international and Latin American markets. Right is the
Pay Day Progressive across multiple game themes.
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new online games and capabilities.

Must-see products:
• Thunder Cash Link. The progressive
jackpot will show on diverse themes like
Emperor’s China, The Great Conqueror and
Empress of the Pyramids.

The Thunder Cash Link progressive is
available on the PANTHERA Curve 1.43 and
V.I.P. Lounge Curve 1.43 cabinets.
• PANTHERA 2.27. This cabinet and other
popular Novomatic cabinets will be presented
with a variety of multi-game editions for the
International and Latin American markets.
• Pay Day. Pay Day Plus is one of the new
progressive products launching at G2E.

Booth No. 1116.
Publicly traded
In US, tickeR
symbol: SGMS
Scientific Games will again keep most of its
content behind a curtain this year as the company
shows off how it will “Reimagine Play” with its
new games, revolutionary technology and playercentric systems.
Sports betting took the US by storm over
the past year and a half and Scientific Games’
OpenSports platform can deliver a complete
solution to a sports betting operator from the
OpenBet proprietary betting engines to the
OpenTrade managed trading services.
One of Scientific Games’ biggest themes
this year will be how technology can benefit both
the player and the casino operator. The company
wants to show off an entertainment ecosystem
with advanced solutions, systems and technology
that Scientific Games hopes both players and
customers should love.
One of Scientific Games’ iconic titles, Cash
Spin, will be shown with a unique twist in Ultimate
Cash Spin on the new TwinStar J43 Motion Wheel
cabinet.
The cabinet includes wheel hardware that
allows for an interactive game experience by
physically allowing players to spin a wheel for free
games, credit prizes and jackpots.
Scientific Games will also show off the next Ultimate Cash Spin will launch on the
TwinStar J43 Motion Wheel.
Continued on page 40
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evolution of the successful Lock It Link series
with Drop & Lock.
Drop & Lock features symbols that display
credit prizes and jackpots that drop to the bottom
of the display. Once a full row is filled, the
symbols drop off the reels to award the displayed
prizes.

Must-see products:
• OpenSports. The reimagined
OpenSports platform brings together a
comprehensive suite of technology that helps
operators create a memorable experience for
sports bettors.
• Ultimate Cash Spin on TwinStar
J43 Motion Wheel. The cabinet features the
U-Spin mechanic that lets players spin a wheel
themselves in the newest version of Cash Spin.
• Drop & Lock on TwinStar Wave XL.
The next evolution of Lock It Link will launch with
two themes in November, Sweet Tweet and Deep
Sea Magic.

Drop & Lock is launching with two
themes in November.

